ORDERING INFORMATION

Mail orders are promptly filled and despatched on a 7-day examination basis subject to approval. Immediate refund guaranteed on return of the specimen(s) in good condition.

Please quote the name and number of the specimen(s) required and enclose P/O or Cheque with order. All prices are inclusive of VAT.

No charge is made for postage and packing, except for overseas customers and postage over £1.00.

We reserve the right to make slight substitutions, if necessary, unless advised to the contrary.

Special requests and "wants lists" are welcome.

We trust that we may be of some service to you and assure you of our best attention at all times.

OCTOBER 1984

1. ALSTONITE. Fallowfield Mine, Hexham, Northumberland. Sharp colourless to creamy white crystals lining a cavity in matrix. 3 x 2". £7.00.

2. AMETHYST. Thunderbay, Ontario, Canada. Light purple crystals to ¾" in size thickly intergrown and covering quartz matrix. 3½ x 2". £12.00.

3. ANTLERITE. Chuquicamata, Antofagasto, Chile. Specimen A: very rich bright green crusts and vein sections on matrix. 4 x 2". £12.00. Specimen B- Deep blackish to bright green fibrous banded vein-sections on minor matrix. 1½ x 1¼". £9.00.

4. APOPHYLLITE. Pashan Hills, Poona, India. Very pale green transparent to translucent crystals to 1" in size sitting proud of snowy white Calcite matrix. 3 x 2". £18.00. Very attractive small display specimen.

5. BARYTES + Cerussite. Brandybottle Mine, Swaledale, Yorkshire. Creamy wedge shaped xls. to ¼" in size thickly covering a cellular matrix with odd small twinned Cerussite crystals scattered on the Barytes. 2½ x 1¼". £7.00.

6. BERZELIANITE. Bukov, Bohemia, CSSR. Thin veinlets and crusts of tarnished lead grey in weathered matrix. Not at all attractive looking. Two specimens approx. 2 x 1½". £3.50 each.

7. BEUDANTITE + Bayldonite. Wheal Carpenter, Gwinear, Cornwall. Light and dark green micro crystals on these minerals forming crusts and patches on Quartz matrix. 3 x 2". £7.00.

8. BUORNONITE. Herodsfoot Mine, Lanreath, Cornwall. Small specimen 1 x ⅛", steel grey in colour with micro xls. embedded in matrix, some showing the "cogwheel" habit. £5.50.

9. CALCITE. Geevor Mine, St. Just, Cornwall. On one side of the specimen a peach yellow grouping of Calcite xls. standing proud of matrix and forming a half-rose the reverse side showing weathered and coated Quartz xls. to 1" in size. 3 x 2". £7.50.
10. CASSITERITE variety 'Sparable tin'. Dolcoath Mine, Camborne, Cornwall. Thick black needle crystals on massive Cassiterite. A Sergeant label attached to this specimen. 2 x 2". £25.00.

11. CASSITERITE + Wolfram. Wheal Pevor, Redruth, Cornwall. Thick dull grey blades of Wolfram and cavities lined with sharp crystals of Cassiterite to ¾" in size from this old location. 2½ x 2". £29.00.

12. CELESTITE. Maybee, Michigan, U.S.A. Sharp glassy transparent well terminated crystals just over ½" in size thickly covering minor matrix. 2½ x 1½". £7.25.

13. COBALTIAN SMITHSONITE. Tsumeb, Otavi, S.W. Africa. Pale pink crystals to 10mm. in size scattered on one side of matrix with the reverse side completely covered with smaller intergrown glassy crystals. 2 x 1¾". £14.00.

14. COBALT-DOLOMITE. Tsumeb, Otavi, S.W. Africa. A thin platy section of pinkish pearly Dolomite xls. pink in colour one side and the other side with thin flat xls. lightly dusted with Duftite? 3 x 1¾". £8.00.

15. DATOLITE + Quartz & Chalcopyrite. Mina Noche Buena, Zacatecas, Mexico. Transparent to translucent colourless xls. to 6mm. in size with minor Quartz and Chalcopyrite in association. 3 x 1¾". £12.00.

16. DUNDASITE after Cerussite with Pyromorphite. Tynagh Mine, Co. Galway, Ireland. Blades of Cerussite completely replaced by greyish Dundasite with one side of specimen, coated with pale apple green Pyromorphite. There is a little Azurite and Malachite in association. 2½ x 2½". £12.00.

17. ENARGITE. Minas Huaron, Cerro de Pasco, Peru. Thick tabular greyish black striated crystals to almost 1" in length; on massive Enargite matrix. 2½ x 2". £12.00.

18. ERYTHRINE. Bou Azzer, J'bel Sarhro, Morocco. Specimen A - bright raspberry red crystal "rosettes" to 5 mm. in size scattered on matrix. 1½ x 1¾". £12.00. Specimen B - with crystals lining a small cavity in matrix. 1¾ x 1½". £6.00.

19. FLUORITE. Ebbw Vale Mine, Weardale, Co. Durham. Deep purple Fluorite cubes to almost 1" on edge thickly intergrown on Quartz matrix. 3¼ x 2½". £17.00.

20. FLUORITE + Quartz. Cannock Cliffs Mine, Weardale, Co. Durham. Colourless to milky white partly transparent crystals to 1" in size formed in parallel growth to produce a large stepped crystal group with a little crystallised Quartz in association. 4 x 2½" x 1½". £9.00.

21. FRANCOLITE. Gunnislake Clitters Mine, Gunnislake, Cornwall. Reddish brown, cellular crystallised with very minor Chalcopyrite. 2 x 1¾". £8.50.

22. FRANCOLITE variety of Apatite. Levant Mine, Pendeen, Cornwall. Small dark to sherry coloured brown Apatite xls. scattered on granite. 1¼ x 1¼". £3.00.

23. GALENA + Quartz and Calcite. Greenside Mine, Patterdale, Westmoreland. Etched Galena xls. to just over ¾" perched on one end of specimen with intergrown Quartz and Calcite covering the rest of the specimen. 3 x 2". £15.00.


25. GRAPHITE. Franklin, Sussex Co., New Jersey, U.S.A. Small specimens of Graphite. Steel grey metallic flattened crystals embedded in matrix. £2.50 each.
26. **GYPSUM.** Woolcundah Station, Coombah, N.S. Wales, Australia. Sand coloured grouping of Gypsum crystals. 3½ x 1¼". £5.00.

27. **HALITE.** East of Ayres Rock, N.R. Mt. Conner, Central Australia. Snowy white large cubes intergrown and showing attractive zoning, the largest face to 1" in size. There is no matrix and the specimens appear to be quite stable. Each specimen stands well for display. Base 1 x 1½ x 2¼" high. £17.25 each.

28. **HELLEYERITE/ZARATITE.** Lard Brasse Mine, Headlewood, Tasmania. Bright emerald green crusts and minute botryoidal crystals covering matrix. £1.75 each.

29. **HEULANDITE.** Hazard lode, Botallack Mine, St. Just, Cornwall. Bright sparkling transparent micro crystals completely covering one side of matrix, with patches and odd crystals on the reverse side. 3 x 2". £14.00.


31. **JASPER 'Sealing Wax'.** Mexico. Deep brick red with fine veinlets of Quartz. 2 x 1½". £4.00.

32. **JEREMEJEVITE in Pegmatite.** Mila 72 Mine, nr. Swakopmund, S.W. Africa. 2 x 1¼". £6.00.

33. **KALIUNITE.** San Bernardino Co., California, U.S.A. An oily looking mass, colourless transparent to translucent. 1½ x ¾". £3.75.

34. **LINARITE.** Broughtengill Mine, Caldbeck, Cumberland. Deep azure blue coatings and micro xls. lining small cavities in matrix. 1 x 1¼". £5.25.

35. **LINDEGRENITE.** Chuquicamata, Antofagasto, Chile. Lime green to green massive platy crusts on Quartzose matrix. Attractive green and white specimen. 3 x 2¾". £12.00.

36. **MACKAYITE.** Montezuma, Sonora, Mexico. Apple green and deep mustard yellow crusts and minute spheres. 2 x 1¼". £8.00.

37. **MENDEPITE + Hydrocerussite.** Mendip Hills, Somerset. Specimen A - with Hydrocerussite minor Chloroxiphite and Cerussite. 3½ x 2¾". £42.00. Specimen B - with Hydrocerussite. 2½ x 1¾". £18.00. Specimen C - with specks of Boleite and Chloroxiphite. 1½ x 1¼". £6.00.

38. **OBSIDIAN variety 'Snowflake'.** Glass Mountain, California, U.S.A. Named after Obsidius the Discoverer, this black vitreous glassy volcanic rock shows a greyish 'snowflake' design which is rather attractive. 1¼ x 1½". £5.00.

39. **PEACOCK ORE.** Hingston Quarry, Calstock, Cornwall. Irresistantly tarnished Chalcopyrite showing golds/blues/purples. 3½ x 1¾". £4.75.

40. **PHARMACOSIDERITE.** Pendarves Mine, Camborne, Cornwall. Small specimens with areas of dark olive green Pharmacosiderite.xls. £4.75.

41. **QUARTZ.** Cave in Rock, Arkansas, U.S.A. Twinned xls. to 1½" in length with transparent terminations - minor matrix. £5.75.

43. **RHODONITE + Manganocalcite.** Lidcott Mine, Laneast, Cornwall. Massive, pale, rose pink with marbling effect of greys/fawns and blacks. As many of our regular customers know, this material displays best when polished. 3½ x 2½". £3.75.
44. SIDERITE. Tincroft Mine, Illogan, Cornwall. Rich deep honey brown oolitic crystals with slight curvatures almost completely covering one side of matrix. 3½ x 2¼". £22.00.

45. SPHALERITE. Smallcleugh Mine, Nenthead, Cumberland. Bright black well-formed crystals to ½" in size scattered and intergrown on matrix. 3 x 2¼". £9.00.


47. STILBITE. Garrawilla, N.S. Wales, Australia. Light orangey brown intergrown sheaves with no matrix. Base 1½ x 1¼" approx. 2½" high. £14.00.

48. SYLVANITE in Matrix. Lake Shore Mine, Ontario Canada. 1 x ¼". £2.50.

49. TAKOVITE. Kambalda, W. Australia. Bluish green, massive, with a slight unpolished marbling effect. 1½ x ¼". £1.50.


51. TURQUOISE. Bunny Mine, St. Austell, Cornwall. Deep to light turquoise blue with very minor matrix. 1 x 1¼". 50p.

52. TETRADYLMITE. Hudsons Bay Mountain, Smithers B.C., Canada. Bright shining steel grey masses on and embedded in matrix. 2½ x 1¼". £12.00.

53. VANADINITE. Mibladen, Nr.Midelt, Atlas Mts., Morocco. Fine sharp bright reddish hexagonal crystals to 5mm. in size scattered on one side of matrix, the reverse side with light orange red coloured micro crystals to 2mm. in size. 2½ x 2¼". £38.00.

54. VARLA MOFFITE + Turquoise. Rich creamy coloured masses with blue turquoise and minor quartz. 3 x 2⅞". £6.00.

55. WAVELITTE. Highdown Quarry, Filliagh, Devon. Choice silky radiating rosettes showing the internal structure to just over ½" in size. Dotted and scattered over dark slate grey matrix. 2½ x 2¼". £12.50.

Please note that this list has deliberately been kept very short in order to bring us back in line on the monthly listings. It is hoped that the next list will be with you at the correct time, i.e. the beginning of the month!